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ABSTRACT 

We have recently demonstrated a number of functional photonic crystals devices and circuits, including an ultrafast, room
temperature, low threshold, nanocavity laser with the direct modulation speed approaching 1 THz, an all-optical switch 
controlled with 60 fJ pulses and with the speed exceeding 200Hz, and a local, reversible tuning of individual quantum dots 
on a photonic crystal chip by up to 1.8nm, which was then used to tune single quantum dots into strong coupling with a 
photonic crystal cavity and to achieve a giant optical nonlinearity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Photonic crystals enable small-volume, high-Q cavities that enhance the spontaneous emission rate and spontaneous emis
sion coupling efficiency j3 of embedded emitters. These effects can decrease turn-on time and lasing threshold. 1 Above 
threshold, higher pump powers lead to faster decay times due to increased stimulated emission rates. Small mode volume 
PC cavities can be used to achieve large photon densities and speed up this process. Compared to other types of lasers such 
as VCSELs, PC lasers have lower driving power, increased relaxation oscillation frequency, and potentially faster electrical 
modulation speed due to lower device capacitance and resistance. 

Two considerations are weighed in designing fast photonic crystal lasers: the Q value must be relatively large to achieve 
SE Purcell enhancement and hence high SE coupling efficiency; at the same time, the cavity ring-down time Tc = Q/w 
sets a limit on the response time of the cavity (w = 27f /A is the resonant frequency). We choose Q ~ 2 ·103 , corresponding 
to T = 1 ps. This value of Q is easily achieved with the the single-defect cavity shown in Fig. I( c), defined in a square 
photonic crystal lattice. The quadrupole mode whose field pattern is shown in the inset, has a Q "' 2000 as predicted by 
Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) simulations.2 

The single-defect PC laser has the disadvantage that output power is insufficient for most practical applications. A 
coupled cavity ruray can overcome this power limitation. 2 The coupled photonic crystal structure achieves very low 
group velocity in any photonic crystal direction. The 2D coupled cavity array enables even higher output powers while 
preserving low lasing thresholds. Similarly, coupled x- and y-dipoles modes can also be formed, as shown in Fig.l(a). 
Though coupled arrays of small numbers of VCSELs were previously investigated,3•4 coupling between individual lasers 
is difficult and requires a rather complicated fabrication procedure. Photonic crystal nanocavity arrays allow precise control 
of both the uniformity and the coupling very precisely.2 The coupled cavity array and its quadrupole field pattern are shown 
in Fig.l(a,b). In both modes, the in-plane electric field components Ex and Ey, as well as out-of-plane Bz, are maximized 
in the center of the slab. This is commonly called the transverse electric (TE)-like mode. 

For QD lasers, we used higher Purcell factors with a three-hole defect cavity.5 Though theoretically limited to Q "' 
120, 000, the fabricated structure shown in Fig.2 has a quality factor that is diminished to Q "' 3000 because of fabrication 
imperfections and material loss. 6 

Two modulation schemes are used in telecommunications: small-signal and large-signal modulation.7·8 In small-signal 
modulation, the laser is driven at a constant above-threshold pump power Lin,o and modulated with a small signal !:.Lin• 
resulting in differential changes l:.P and l:.Na to the steady-state photon density Po and lasing-level crurier densities Na,o. 
In high-j3lasers such as the photonic crystal device, strong cavity effects help to increase WR without the need to increase 
pump power, opening a new pathway for increasing laser modulation bandwidth.9 

In large-signal modulation, the rate equations predict that modulation rate is limited by the pump-level relaxation time 
TE,J and cavity Q. A turn-on delay arises as spontaneous emission builds the cavity field to the point when stimulated 
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Figure 1. Square-lattice photonic crystal laser structures. (a) x-dipole-mode field pattem (out-of-plane magnetic field Bz). y-dipole is 
rotated by 90°. (b) Quadrupole mode. (c) Single-defect cavity with electric field intensity (inset). (d) Coupled cavity array structure in 
GaAs. 

Figure 2. Three-hole defect cavity. (a) FDTD design (left, with electric field intensity) . (b) Fabricated structure in GaAs with central 
InGaAs QD layer. 

emission becomes dominant. This delay time is reduced in the high-Purcell regime through faster SE rate and higher /3, as 
shown in Fig.3. Here the Purcell factor is calculated as 

3 Q 
F = (0. 5). 4n2 Vmode/(>.jn) 3 ' 

(1) 

where the factor 0.5 accounts for spatial averaging and is estimated from time-domain Purcell rate measurements. 

2. QUANTUM WELL PHOTONIC CRYSTAL LASERS 

Quantum wells provide large gain when embedded in the center of the PC cavity, where the resonant TE-like mode has 
the maximum electric field energy density. To reduce nonradiative (NR) surface recombination on the large QW area 
exposed through PC patterning, the sample was passivated in a (NH4)S solution, which resulted in a 3.7-fold reduction 
in the lasing threshold. 10 We found that surface passivation was critical for room-temperature and continuos-wave (CW) 
low-temperature operation. 

The structures are pumped optically with 3-ps short pulses at an 80MHz repetition rate and a wavelength centered at 
750 nm using the confocal microscope as described in. 11 A 75-cm spectrometer is used for high-resolution lasing spectra, 
while time response is obtained using a streak camera with 3-ps resolution. For higher gain and heat dissipation, we first 
measured cooled structures which shifts the emission wavelength to 930 nm. 1 

The PC array laser in Fig.l(d) supports a lasing mode at Acav = 950 nm at low temperature (LT) of lOK (Fig.4(a)). 
Fig.4(c) shows the lasing curve for pulsed excitation (3.5 ps at 13 ns repetition), with an average threshold of 6.5 f-L W(measured 
before the objective lens). This corresponds to a large peak pump power of"' 21mW. 
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Figure 3. Calculated lasing power P(t) · (VmodenwjTp) in response to a 3-ps pump pulse (top), for a range of Q. The turn-on delay 
drops with increasing Q. The excitation carrier density is 3Ntr per pulse for all plots, and pump efficiency1') = 1 in this idealized model. 
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Figure 4. QW-driven PC lasing characteristics (passivated structures). (a) Coupled-cavity array spectrum below threshold and at low 
temperature (lOK). (b) Low-temperature lasing curve shows threshold reduction after passivation. (c,d) Low-and room-temperature 
lasing curves with pulsed excitation (3.5-pulses at 80MHz repetition, passivated structure). (e,f) Continuous excitation lasing curves for 
coupled and single cavity. Horizontal axes show average pump power. Fits by a rate equations model. 10 
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The threshold power is much lower under continuous pumping at low temperature, as seen in Fig.4(e). For a single 
cavity, threshold is even lower, near 2p,W, shown in Fig.4(f). This threshold and a similarly low value recently reported 
with GainAsP/InP QWs12 are considerably lower than in previous QW lasers. 13•14 

At room temperature, threshold is higher. The lasing curve in Fig.4( d) indicates a threshold of 68 p, W average power. 10 

Because of faster carrier dynamics, RT operation results in faster modulation speed. This is seen in Fig.5(a) comparing RT 
and LT lasing response to 3.4-ps-long pump pulses (13 ns repetition). 
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Figure 5. Laser time response. (a) Experimental data shows response nearly following the excitation pulse at room temperature; data 
at both temperatures are acquired at 2x lasing threshold. (b) Illustration of pump inefficiency in pulsed operation. Pump energy is 
efficiently channeled into the cavity mode only during lasing (shaded area under P( t) curve, amplified here 5 x for visibility); much of 
the remaining pump energy is wasted to SE and NR losses. 

3. QUANTUM DOT PROTONIC CRYSTAL LASERS 

We now shift to PC structures that draw gain from quantum dots instead of quantum wells. QD gain media permit lower 
threshold due to reduced active area (but also lower saturation power), less nonradiative surface recombination, and greater 
temperature stability. Their speed is set by the smaller of relaxation rate 1/TE,f and relaxation oscillation rate WR· In 
ultrasmall, high-Q photonic crystal cavities, the lasing response is sped up through the Purcell effect, while large (J and 
thus higher efficiency and lower threshold are achieved. We investigated these aspects in the 135 nm thick GaAs PC 
membrane shown in Fig.2(a), containing a high-density (600 p,m- 2 ) ofinAs QDs. 

We measure a gradual onset oflasing near 1p,W, as shown in Fig.6(a). From fits to the lasing curve, we estimate a SE 
coupling factor (J rv 0.2. Streak camera measurements of the rise time of photoluminescence from quantum dots in bulk 
GaAs indicate that the carrier relaxation time TE,f rv 10 ps for a wide range of pump powers. We also find that resonant 
pumping of higher-order confined states of the QDs (such asp-level states) does not appreciably lower TE,J. Because the 
carrier capture time is longer than the cavity photon lifetime, it ultimately determines the maximum modulation bandwidth. 
This is what we observe in Fig.6(b) which shows a delay of 13.5 ps (at five times threshold) and does not drop below 12 
ps for higher powers. Simulations support this observation as rise time is limited by the carrier capture time. In our cavity
QED-enhanced structure, the relaxation-time limit is rapidly reached in the high-(J case. In contrast, in non-PC quantum 
dot lasers not employing strong cavity effects, far higher pump power is needed to reach this limit. 

4. ULTRAFAST CARRIER INDUCED SWITCHING IN PROTONIC CRYSTAL CAVITIES 

The photonic crystal cavity is not only suited for emitting light, but carriers induced inside the cavity can also switch a light 
beam coupled through the cavity. The induced carriers temporarily change the material's refractive index, which results in 
a shift the cavity resonance. Such nonlinear optical switching in photonic networks is a promising approach for ultrafast 
low-power optical data processing and storage. In addition, it might find applications in optical data processing which will 
be essential for optics-based quantum information processing systems. We observed direct, ultrafast 20 GHz nonlinear 
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Figure 6. GaAs PC laser with InAs QD gain. (a) Measured lasing curve and fit by a rate equations model. (b) The measured turn-on 
delay between pump (first peak) and laser response (second peak) is limited by carrier relaxation. (c) Measured large-signal modulation 
speed increases with pump power. (d) Corresponding fit by rate equations. 

optical tuning of photonic crystal PC cavities containing quantum dots QDs. 15 Switching via free-carrier generation is 
limited by the lifetime of free carriers and depends strongly on the material system and geometry of the device. In our case, 
the large surface area and small mode volume of the PC reduce the lifetime of free carriers in GaAs. 

The experimental data obtained from an L3 cavity are shown in Fig.7. We used moderate energy pulses 120 fJ to 
shift the cavity by one-half linewidth. Stronger excitation results in higher shifts as indicated by an extremely asymmetric 
spectrum shown on the inset in (d) of Fig. 3, where 1.4 pJ were used. However, prolonged excitation at this power leads to 
a sharp reduction in Q over time. 
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Figure 7. Experimental result offree-carrier cavity tuning. (a,b) Wavelength vs. time plots of the cavity, while the cavity is pumped. (c,d) 
Normalized spectra of the cavity at different time points from the data (a,b) . In (a), the cavity is always illuminated by a light source 
and pulsed with a 3 ps Ti:sapphire pulse. Panel (b) shows the normalized cavity spectrum at the peak of the FC distribution t=O and 50 
ps later. We verify that the cavity tunes at the arrival at the pulse by combining the pulsed excitation with a weak cw above-band pump. 
The emission due to the cw source is always present, and this very weak emission is reproduced in panel (b) as the broad background 
with a peak at the cold cavity resonace in (b). 
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Figure 8. Possible future quantum network on a photonic crystal chip. (a) The cavity-coupled quantum dots would exchange qubits 
via waveguides. (b) First steps towards on-chip quantum networks. The scanning electron micrograph of a photonic crystal structure 
combining cavities and waveguides. Insets: Electric field intensity and measured spectral filtering of cavity-waveguide-cavity structure. 

5. PROTONIC CRYSTAL QUANTUM NETWORKS 

Finally, we address the application of photonic crystals in building quantum information processing devices. The idea of a 
quantum computer was first proposed by R. Feynman in 1981 as a way to solve intractable quantum mechanical problems. 16 

Since then, it has been proven that quantum computers would be inherently far more powerful at solving certain problem 
than their classical counterparts.'7· 18 In addition to computation, cryptography based on quantum systems was proven to 
offer uncompromised security, relying on the fact that it is impossible to eavesdrop on a transmission without disturbing 
it. 19

•
20 The first such quantum cryptography systems have been installed in the past few years. Continued progress, 

however, requires efficient quantum logic gates. These are essential in a scalable quantum computer that can solve useful 
problems, and in a quantum repeater that allows secure communication over extended distances. 

One of the most promising approaches to quantum information processing is a quantum network which would combine 
the advantages of photons as information carriers and atomic systems as nonlinear gates and memory. 21 The active medium 
in our approach consists of InAs quantum dots embedded in a central layer inside the photonic crystal membrane. As 
opposed to the InAs QD laser samples mentioned above, here the QD density is far lower, less than 100/ J.Lm2 , so that single 
QDs may be addressed inside a photonic crystal cavity. 

In recent experiments, we took a first step toward a quantum network with the cavity-waveguide-cavity network il
lustrated in Fig. 8(b). A QD in the source cavity emits preferentially into the cavity mode,22 which is then efficiently 
transferred to the target cavity.23 Other functions, such as the spectral filtering shown in the inset of Fig.8(b), can be 
directly integrated into the design. 

Many quantum information applications require the QD to emit photons with identical wave packets, requiring high 
indistinguishability of emitted photons. This indistinguishability can be improved enhancing the QD's spontaneous emis
sion rate above other decoherence mechanisms. We measured 67% wave-function overlap of consecutive photons created 
in the source cavity. 23 

Most proposals for transferring atomic qubits to photonic qubits require that the QD-cavity coupling outpace other loss 
mechanisms, such as cavity and QD coupling to the environment. Several groups, including ours, have recently achieved 
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Figure 9. (a) Photonic crystal structure containing cavity and laser heating pad. (b) Spectrum of strongly coupled QD/cavity system tuned 
through resonance by temperature tuning.24 (c) Cavity/QD anticrossing. Red lines show QD/cavity tuning if the two were uncoupled. 

this regime in solid state systems. In the photoluminescence spectrum of the QD tuned through the cavity (Fig.9((b)), this 
so-called strong coupling regime results in QD/cavity anticrossing as the QD-like dispersion changes into a cavity-like 
dispersion (black trace in Fig.9(c)). 

We need a set of tools to conect detunings between QDs and cavities in creating a PC quantum network consisting of 
several QD/cavity nodes. We developed a technique to locally tune the temperature of the QD and cavity using laser heat
ing,24 using the structure shown in Fig.9(a). In addition, we can tune the resonance wavelength of cavities and waveguides 
by changing the refractive index of a photoactive film. 25 

We also need a way to directly probe the QD/cavity system by photons. We recently achieved such probing by scattering 
a weak laser beam off the PC cavity.26 When the probe beam is resonant with the QD, it destructively interferes with the 
reflected cavity field in a process analogous to dipole-induced transparency.27 The resulting reflectivity drop is shown in 
Fig.lO(a). As the probe photon number is increased to roughly one photon per QD lifetime, the transmission dip vanishes. 
This saturation results in a giant optical nonlinearity which enables strong interaction between only two photons, and is 
promising for elemental two-qubit quantum gates and potentially classical, all-optical signals processing. 
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Figure 10. Resonant probing of QD/cavity system. (a) The cavity and quantum dot are scanned across the fixed probe by temperature 
tuning. The reflected intensity drops when the QD becomes resonant with the probe beam. (b) The QD is saturated at extremely low 
power, representing a large optical nonlinearity. (ncav) denotes the average photon number in the cavity. 
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